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The Introduction: The Importance of Frame 

The Introduction to the novel sets up a frame story for the narrative. In the Introduction, 

and unnamed Author, traveling with a companion in Italy, stumbles upon the cave of the 

Cumaean Sibyl. 1 Within the cave, which "was certainly the Sibyl's Cave; not indeed exactly as 

Virgil describes it," the Author and their companion come across remains of the Sibyl's 

prophecies written upon "leaves, bark, and other substances" (5).2 They discover prophecies 

recording events which have long past, accounts of things contemporary to them, and prophecies 

of years far in the future. Before leaving, they "made a hasty selection of such of the leaves, 

whose writing at least one of us could understand" (6). The following novel, the Author claims, 

has been assembled from some of these prophecies, a claim which simultaneously proposes the 

legitimacy of the tale as history while bringing into question the creative process of the Author. 

The Author takes on the role of chresmologue--collector and distributor of prophetic texts-the 

determiner of which prophecies are revealed to the public. 3 

The Introduction: Literary Tradition 

In providing this specific frame, Shelley anchors the tale in a rich literary tradition of 

poetry and myth.4 The use of the Sibyl points toward the importance of writing as a mode of 

sustenance for language and those who use it and emphasizes the importance of authorship and 

writing within the novel. The Sibyl's prophecies were valued by the Romans because they were 

1 I will use the gender-neutral singular pronouri "they" throughout the paper in order to refer to this Author, for 
reasons elaborated upon later. 
2 (M. W. Shelley, The Last Man 2008). From this point forward, pages from the novel will be cited parenthetically 
within the text. 
3 (Ruppert 2009) 147. 
4 It does not refer just to Virgil (19 BC), Milton (1667), and Ovid (8 AD), but is also evocative of the Romantic 
tradition of engagement with these sources, including Coleridge's Sibylline Leaves (1817). 
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transcribed. 5 The documentation of the prophecies legitimized them in the minds ofthe Romans. 

The value of the Sibyl's texts lies in their concreteness, "writing exists to provide language with 

endurance and to expand its effects."6 The other prophets of antiquity delivered their prophecies 

vocally, meaning that the strength of their words rests upon their immediacy and effect upon the 

auditor-it is a much more personal method of communicating the possibility of a future. 7 

Literature leaves behind a record which speech and oral history cannot replicate. Without 

man, history as a concept cannot exist. A text is always both alive and dead. It has been put upon 

the page and therefore cannot be altered, the text is what it is, and is continually so. It may then 

be considered dead, as it may not evolve in content beyond its point of publication. In the same 

way, it is endlessly living, as each time it is read it takes on a new meaning through the 

interpretation of the reader. It always speaks for itself yet always conceals its meaning or truth 

within the text. 

The Author here directly references Virgil when describing the achitectonics of the cave, 

reminding readers of Book 6 of The Aeneid. The Author notes that "the whole of this land had 

been so convulsed by earthquake and volcano, that the change was not wonderful, though the 

traces of ruin were effaced by time; and we probably owed the preservation ofthese leaves to the 

accident which had closed the mouth of the cavern, and the swift-growing vegetation which had 

rendered its sole opening impervious to the storm" (5-6). This introduces the complex role of 

nature within the novel. It is at once a force of destruction and one of preservation. Shelley picks 

5 (Ruppert 2009) 146. 
6 (Derrida, "Scribble (Writing-Power)" 1998) 51. 
7 This will be returned to in the section on chronology, with an emphasis on the concept of "open history" 
(Birmingham 1997). 
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up the Romantic theme of the abysmal in nature, its decay is grand and sublime, something 

which can be witnessed only in stages, though it is ever-ongoing. 

The Introduction: Multiplicity of Authorship 

The use of the Sibyl points toward a multiplicity of source. Their voices were at once 

theirs and wholly out of their control. "All discourses endowed with the author function possess 

this plurality of self. "8 This inherent plurality stems from the separation of self from the author-

selfthrough the creative act of writing-when the Sibyl prophesies, she is no longer herself, but 

an instrument of the gods. Within The Last Man, this plurality is emphasized and enhanced by 

the creation and inclusion of multiple author personas.9 

The Author repeatedly notes that the following story isn't quite one they have "written." 

Rather, they refer to assembling, collating, arranging the fragmentary prophecies in a manner 

which will be more easily understandable. The Author creates distance between their work and 

themselfby attributing its source to the Sibyls, and further distances themselffrom the work by 

carefully describing the creative process of the novel. The text is propositioned as existing, 

though not in its present form, already, outside of the Author. They refer to their work as causing 

"distortion and diminution," "transforming" the text, as "transcrib[ing]," "adptati[ng]," 

"translating," discoveri[ ng]," and "deciphering" (6-7). 10 They say, "I have been depressed, nay, 

agonized, at some points of the recital" [emphasis mine] ( 6). They see them self as a mere player 

on the scene of literature. They recognize the text as something outside ofthemselves, even as 

they take an active role in its recreation. 

8 (Foucault, "What is an Author?" 1969). 
9 This will be expanded upon in the section "The Text Itself." 
10 "Decipher" is used twice, emphasizing the cryptic nature of the fragmentary prophecies. 
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The ambiguous role of the Author in relation to the text makes the reader uncertain of the 

faithfulness of the Author's transcription. It is impossible to know the exact way the Author 

altered and constructed the text. 11 The novel then exists within a gray area oftruth. 12 

The Introduction: Chronology and History 

The Sibyl's cave exists in a space not only out oftime, but between life and death. 13 

Through the Sibyl, one can gain access to the world of the dead, as Aeneas did. 14 Their space is 

one of collapsed time. Past, present, and future history coexist. "And finally, at any given 

moment, languages of various epochs and periods of socio-ideologicallife cohabit with one 

another."15 Within the cave, it is like no time has passed since the age of antiquity. The 

fragmentary prophecies have been left, seemingly undisturbed, until their rediscovery by the 

Author and their companion. 

The story of the Sibyl emphasizes the liminal space she occupies in the world. 16 The 

Cumaean Sibyl was desired by Apollo. He offered her a gift, and she asked to live for as many 

years as the number of grains in a nearby pile of dust. Like Tithonus, she forgot to ask for eternal 

youth, and thus aged continuously over the course of a thousand years. 17 Her body ultimately 

degraded, and all that was left behind was her voice. The use of the Sibyl prepares us for 

11 Cf. (Derrida, "Scribble (Writing-Power)" 1998) "The concealment must conceal itself, the crypt encrypt itself; it 
must never be recognized for what it is" (62). 
12 Expanded further in "The Text Itself: The Truth of the Text." 
13 That the Author's companion died following their trip, during the process of translating the prophecies, makes 
the prophecies like relics to the Author, objects which transcend death at both a communal and personal level. 
14 This will be further expanded upon in the section on the emotional power of literature in considering the novel's 
function as a memorial for the Romantics. 
15 (Bakhtin 2004) 676. 
16 (Ovid 1986) 329 (Book XIV). 
17 The difference between her and Tithonus, though, is that Apollo offered to revise his gift and grant her eternal 
youth as well, but only if she would consent to losing her virginity to him, which she refused . Better to keep her 
bodily integrity than beauty. 
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Lionel's predicament at the end of the novel: he has, in a way, aged beyond death. Lionel cannot 

arrive at an end, he must live the end. The Sibyl's inability to die renders her bodiless, leaving 

behind only her words. Lionel's inability to die results in only his text left behind to attest to his 

existence. 18 

The leaves provide a record of the Sibyl's "'visions,' which are in fact only 

translations,"19 and "every translation is a series of sacrifices."20 By way of spontaneous divine 

inspiration, the Sibyls do not merely recount or recreate an event, but, in reality, their speech and 

writing is the event itself. It is inherently anachronistic. It's the one sort of communication which 

does not take place after the fact, it is not a documentation of a preceding event, it is not anterior, 

as Barthes says such texts must be. 21 The Author's work is, but not the original text.22 

The reader suspects the Author themself does not fully understand the relation of these 

fragmentary prophecies to one another, even as they begin to credit themselves with the creation 

of the text as it is, "Sometimes I have though, that, obscure and chaotic as they are, they owe 

their present form to me, their decipherer" (6). 

The Author provides a comparison to their work, it is "as if we should give to another 

artist, the painted fragments from the mosaic copy of Raphael's "Transfiguration" in St. Peter's, 

he would put them together in a form, whose mode would be fashioned by his owrJ peculiar mind 

and talent" (6). The choice of work emphasizes the role of divine inspiration to the original 

creator of the text's fragments, as well as the Author's role in recognizing then transfiguring the 

18 This will be further explored in "The End: A History of Solitude." 
19 (Derrida, "Scribble (Writing-Power)" 1998). 
20 (Mendelsohn 2015). 
21 "The writer can only imitate a gesture that is always anterior, never original. His only power is to mix writings, to 
counter the ones with the others, in such a way as never to rest on any one of them." (Barthes 1977) 146. 
22 Cf. (Derrida, "A Certain Impossible Possibility of Saying the Event" 2007). 
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Sibyl's prophecies into a narrative.23 Not only is its name referential to the process of producing 

the text, but is a work that depends upon re-cognition, revelation, and transformation. 

The use of prophecies forces both the Author and the reader to question the truth of the 

story. We're told that the Author compiled the prophecies into this narrative because they were 

"unintelligible in their pristine condition" but we aren't given an indication as to which pieces, 

exactly, are original to the prophecies and which are ofthe Author's creation (7). The novel is 

not intended to be read as a direct prediction of the future, rather, as a prophetic vision of a 

possible future. The events of the story are drawn from the prophecies, their fragmentary nature 

necessitates some sort ofrearrangement on the part of the Author. So though the main events of 

the tale (the abdication of the throne of England, the great Plague, and the imposter's cult, for 

example) may be destined to occur, we have no way of knowing when these events may occur or 

in what capacity these events relate to one another. "Referring only to itself; but without being 

restricted to the confines of its interiority, writing is identified with its own unfolded exteriority. 

This means that it is an interplay of signs arranged less according to its signified content than 

according to the very nature of the signifier. "24 

In his "Defence of Poetry," Percy Bysshe Shelley wrote, "In the infancy of society every 

author is necessarily a poet, because language itself is poetry, and to be a poet is to apprehend the 

true and beautiful."25 The texts of the Sibyls are inherently poetic, they are not a story, which "is 

23 This paper lacks the space to explore the full significance of this example beyond the fact that Lionel inscribes 
"the a era 2100, last year of the world!" upon St. Peter's at the end (467), addressed further in this essay in "The 
End : A History of Solitude." See further (Cranston 2003), "This essay considers how the turning pose in Raphael's 
work, rather than merely referring to the rhetorical figure of antithesis, evokes the thematic and structural 
significance of the trope. The discussion focuses on the turning female in his Transfiguration as a figuration of the 
antithetical event of revelation, where the unknown becomes known." 
24 (Foucault, "What is an Author?" 1969). 
25 (P. B. Shelley, "A Defence of Poetry (1840)" 2012) 1235. 
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a catalogue of detached facts which have no other bond of connection than time, place, 

circumstance and effect. "26 In contrast, poetry "is the creation of actions according to the 

unchangeable forms of human nature, as existing in the mind of the creator, which is itself the 

image of all other minds. "27 The Last Man is thus created and arranged in the same poetic 

manner as the prophecies. It presents a history, and does so naturally, it does not attempt to tie up 

events neatly or demonstrate their necessary causal relations, because we do not experience 

history as a series of neatly delineated events, we are not aware of the exact progression of or 

causes of the effects we see around us. "All of the great historians were poets," says Percy 

Bysshe, because they acknowledge and reflect the real nature of human affairs.28 

The prophetic texts present a history "understood here as the infinite totality of possible 

experiences. "29 The unity of the text is created by reflecting tits fragmentary origins in its 

composition, "there is a unity but it is a unity of a tradition. "30 The chronological unity of the 

story is not based upon the direct progression of events, but on the traditions of society and 

government reflected and repeated within the story. The synthesis of the Sibyls' texts is the 

"instituting, temporal creative act" by which this concrete history is created, rooted within the 

traditions of Western literature and the ideologies of British Romanticism. "History itself, 

therefore, establishes the possibility of its own appearing, and this possibility of appearing is 

through language. The creative appearance of the historical adventure is always a linguistic 

appearance. "31 

26 Ibid. 1237. 
27 (P. B. Shelley, "A Defence of Poetry {1840)" 2012) 1237. 
28 1bid. 
29 (Birmingham 1997) 131. This will be further addressed in the "Text Itself" section regarding the re-creation of a 
modern society. 
30 Ibid. 
31 Ibid. 
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Authorship and Gender 

The use of the Sibyls allows Shelley to introduce the concept of gender fluidity, and, 

possibly, bisexuality to the text.32 Though the Sibyl was a woman, she spoke the words of the 

god Apollo. She did not receive acclaim in her own right, but was rather seen as an extension of 

Apollo, to whom praise was given. The written nature of their prophecies masculinizes them, the 

text is male while their voices are female, granting their speech a power it would have lacked 

orally. 33 

Throughout the introduction, there is no indication of the Author's gender.34 Any textual 

evidence for the Author's supposed femininity is circumstantial at best. The Author speaks of 

their companion but does not give any qualification to the relationship. They allude to their 

companion having a greater mastery of languages than they do and accompanying them on their 

journey to the cave and on their quest to transcribe the prophecies. One could assume the 

Author's gender based on the apparent discrepancies in their education versus that of their 

companion, or could assume the companion is a male chaperone of sorts, but these are 

assumptions only, and lack textual credibility. To base a reading of the novel on the supposition 

that the Author is a woman is to ignore the very textual frame the novel is presented within and 

obscures the central importance gender plays to the novel. By deliberately representing a gender-

neutral Author, Shelley points us toward an examination of how gender is assumed and is used to 

control individuals and society. 

32 Here, when I refer to bisexuality, I do not mean sexual attraction to either gender, but rather to the definition of 
bisexuality as "the location within oneself of the presence of both sexes, evident and insistent in different ways 
according to the individual" (Cixous 2004) 352. 
33 This initial example of gender flexibility primes the reader to be aware of the gender roles the characters are 
expected to fit within, and how they conform to, or fail to conform to, these norms. 
34 Despite many claims otherwise. See further (Enerle-Sinatra 2000) 102; I concur that "these qualities [of 
instability and fluidity of gender] relate to the novel's prophetic aspect." 
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Authorship and Personal Investment 

The production of The Last Man involved a series of authorial sacrifices.35 Shelley was 

forbidden from publishing works of Percy Bysshe, from publishing a memoir of her own about 

him, and ultimately forbidden from publishing under her name at all, posing a serious challenge 

to her ability to work as a professional writer.36 The Last Man is a result of trying to work within 

these bounds. The original title page of The Last Man states, "by the AUTHOR of 

Frankenstein." The prohibitions and restriction Shelley faced in publishing her own work are 

reflected in her decision to leave the Author of the Introduction anonymous. Shelley has been 

reduced to her function to the text, "author," yet is unable to attribute the agency of authorship to 

herself.37 

"The power of knowledge, State power, economic power, moral power, religious power, 

etc.-so many political institutions of cryptography."38 Shelley represents each of these 

cryptographic methods in The Last Man, and each was a means of subjugation she was 

personally familiar with.39 

35 (Paley, Introduction 1994) vii-viii. Though she was a grown woman, a widow with children, Shelley continued to 
be subjected to the patriarchal control of her father and Percy's, control she was made to submit to in order to 
ensure the good fortune of her one surviving son . 
36 According to Foucault, around the 17th/18th c. "literary discourse came to be accepted only when endowed with 
the author function." (Foucault, The History of Sexuality 2004) I think this may be a bit too sweeping a 
generalization, but the point remains applicable-Shelley was severely limited in her ability to profit from her work 
due to the lack of credit she received for it. 
37 Shelley represents her own silencing in the circumstances of the women in the novel, most notably, through 
Juliet, who is killed for attempting to warn the Imposter's clan of his deceit, and Lucy, who is forced to marry an 
unsuitable man in order to care for her ailing mother. 
38 (Derrida, "Scribble (Writing-Power)" 1998) 70. 
39 The Imposter is the most direct representation of these hegemonic structures within the novel. The Imposter 
capitalizes on the fall of state brought about by the Plague and the increasing global fear of imminent death to 
create a faction of survivors of his own. He rules over them as a self-ordained prophet. He serves as a concrete 
representation of the concealment of forces of power by way of the very power they conceal. 
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When Frankenstein was originally published in 1818, it was published anonymously, and 

the title page said only that, "The following pages have been respectfully inscribed by THE 

AUTHOR." The book contained a dedication to William Godwin, her father, an epigraph from 

Paradise Lost, and a preface, written by P.B. Shelley. Many assumed Percy Bysshe had written 

the entire book. 

In 1823, Godwin had the novel republished, and in this second edition, Shelley's name 

was placed on the interior title page, and the dedication to Godwin was removed, as was the 

epigraph.40 Shelley would not have the opportunity to claim full creative control of Frankenstein 

until1831. In the third edition, Shelley's name was placed on the engraved title page41 and she 

wrote her own preface to the novel in an attempt to claim full credit for its content and creation.42 

The attribution of the Author as Shelley is, I believe, a modem misinterpretation. Because 

we now know that Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley wrote both Frankenstein and The Last Man, and 

we know that she, Claire Clairmont, and Percy Bysshe took a trip to islands of the coast of Italy 

on the same date mentioned in the introduction (8 Dec, 1818), we find it easy to identify the 

Author as Shelley herself. However, to base interpretation of the novel off this assumption 

removes the novel from the context in which it was created and originally consumed.43 

In the production of The Last Man, Shelley acknowledges the resulting confusion of 

Percy Bysshe's preface to Frankenstein. The Last Man does not feature a preface, though we 

40 (Enerle-Sinatra 2000) 98. That Shelley begins The Last Man with an epigraph from Paradise Lost indicates to me 
that the removal of Frankenstein's epigraph may have been another decision she did not get to make for herself. 
41 1bid. 
42 (M . W. Shelley, Preface to Frankenstein, Third Edition (1831) 2012). 
43 The Last Man never received a republication crediting her with its authorship. To the day she died, it simply 
stated it was written "by THE AUTHOR of Frankenstein" (Paley, Note on the Text). 
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have been keen to read it as such.44 The Last Man begins, rather, with an introduction. This 

distinction is important because a preface generally indicates a direct address of the author to the 

reader. This is part of what led to the beliefthatPBS wrote Frankenstein. In contrast, an 

introduction is part of the story itself. Shelley has then taken steps to further distance herself 

from the story, pointing out that the Author in the framing mechanism is a creation of the story, 

not a true-life figure. 

Enerle-Sinatra classifies the Introduction as " a preface crypto-auctorial, that is to say, a 

preface for which the author pretends not to be the author or only claims the authorship of the 

preface from the whole work. "45 Maybe. But where do we draw the distinction between 

posturing/performing and creating? I think we should be wary of defining the Introduction as 

such a preface. When Percy Bysshe wrote the Preface for the original 1818 publication of 

Frankenstein, he carefully toed the line of attribution so as to validate speculation that the book 

is one of his own. The difference in the authors of the Preface and of the text itself is alluded to 

only in one line, where he notes, "It is a subject also of additional interest to the author ... " but he 

then continues to use self-referential language, at no point granting credit to the true creative 

genius behind the work. 

I believe Shelley here is not attempting to disguise herself, nor is she necessarily 

discrediting herself with the creation of the work. Rather, the Author is as much a fiction as 

Lionel, influenced, sure, in part by Shelley's own self, as any creation will be influenced by its 

creator. 46 The writings of the Author and Lionel both centralize loss, personal loss-losses 

44 A couple examples: (Thomas 2000), (Enerle-Sinatra 2000). 
45 (Enerle-Sinatra 2000) 101. 
46 11 lt would be just as wrong to equate the author with the real writer as to equate him with the fictious speaker; 
the author function is carried out and operates in the scission itself, in this division and this distance.~~ (Foucault, 
11What is an Author?" 1969). 
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which are mimetic in some ways of Shelley's own-and socio-political losses-something 

Shelley was also not unfamiliar with; not only did the deaths of her friends and family mark the 

end of her community as she had known it, but also resulted in the loss of the distinct political 

and artistic movement these figures had created and nurtured. 

One could thus affirm that in writing The Last Man Mary Shelley only painted her 

mourning on a universal scale. But that universal scale, that universal perspective on 

human affairs was just the one which ordinarily characterized the writings of the 

Romantic poets, especially those of Shelley and Byron. Thus Mary Shelley takes over a 

typically Romantic style in order to say what she sees as the end of Romanticism. In 

other words, in this novel, Mary Shelley does more than give a universal vision of her 

mourning; she mourns for a certain type of universal vision.47 

Themes of Loss and the Emotional Power of Literature: 

The introduction not only introduces themes of authorship and prophecy, but also the 

themes of companionship and loss. There is no direct account given of the nature of the Author's 

loss. We know only that there is now solitude where there was once companionship. The 

introduction also leads us toward the understanding of writing, of documentation, as something 

that authors must do, not something they are simply drawn toward. Lionel speaks repeatedly of 

his need to write. In his "Defence of Poetry," Percy Bysshe wrote of the poet's creative process. 

The poet only has partial agency in creating their work. The poet's inspiration and the resulting 

creation comes from outside of himself. 

47 (Johnson, A Life with Mary Shelley 2014) 9. 
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Lionel feels it a necessity to document the final years of the world and the lives of his 

friends. The work of creation serves as an act of sublimation.48 Lionel at the beginning of the 

novel is uncultured, unrefined, uneducated. It is through his exposure to literature that he is able 

to develop himself and writing comes as a natural extension of his fascination with literature. 49 

The survivors of the new world will have no way of knowing of his friends, of the great 

love of Adrian or the grandeur of Raymond. There is nothing left to attest to their existence. In 

particular, Adrian and Clara are completely lost, as they drowned at sea, and Lionel is prevented 

from memorializing them in traditional fashion, as he has no bodies to bury. 

For Shelley, too, this novel serves as a way to memorialize the great figures of second-

wave Romanticism. Their writing lives on, but this novel offers the closest thing to a memoir that 

she was able to provide. 50 Through The Last Man, Shelley is able to memorialize the greatest 

characteristics of Percy Bysshe and Lord Byron, creating characters in their image to embody the 

humanist philosophies of the younger Romantics. At first, their deaths in the novel seem to be a 

rejection of their philosophies, a way of saying that literature and imagination ultimately 

accomplish nothing tangible. However, Lionel's perseverance and his resurrection from the 

Plague emphasize the regenerative capabilities of the imagination. 

Further, to Lionel, writing serves as an act of hope. He leaves behind a text with the 

assumption that somewhere, sometime, there will be a reader to appreciate it. Lionel hopes the 

reader will find their mind expanded by his text as he has found his mind to be through the work 

of others. If someone reads his text, the deaths of Lionel's friends and family will not be in vain. 

48 (Bergler 1950). 
49 This will be further explored in the section on gender and education. 
50 Refer back to the limitations placed upon her publishing rights (Paley, Introduction 1994). 
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The Text Itself: Authorship 

The Author further distances themself from the work by providing the novel itself with its 

own author and narrator, Lionel Verney. Lionel is a carefully constructed character, designed to 

serve as both a participatory agent and recorder of the action around him. He is a Romantic 

figure, an orphan from the Cumbrian plateau, an Arcadian shepherd. He is firstly educated by 

nature and grows up wild and unrefined. It is not until he reaches the age of sixteen that he meets 

Adrian and is subsequently educated in a more traditional manner, through books and 

experiences of courtly life. Lionel is a transitory figure. He survives at the end of the novel, 

alone, because this is a return to his original state. Adrian would have not been able to survive in 

the same manner as Lionel, he is too much a creature of the state and of the world, too little a 

creature of nature. Lionel, as much as he seeks to participate in the world, is ultimately an 

outsider, an interloper from the lands of England that have been untouched by time, left to 

continue to grow wild and free of human interference. 

Lionel may be the main character and narrator of the novel, but he is not the protagonist. 

Lionel participates in the action of his world, but is truly an outside figure. It is Adrian who is the 

true protagonist of the tale, Adrian is whom Lionel structures the tale, and, indeed, his life 

around. This is clearly indicated by how Lionel introduces us to himself. He begins the story 

with a third-person description of his early life. We do not learn his name until page twenty-two, 

when Perdita calls him "Lionel," and it is not until four pages later, with the introduction of 

Adrian, that we learn his full name, "Lionel Verney." Prior to his introduction to Adrian, Lionel 

sees himself as one with no ties to society or to his parentage and familial history. It is Adrian 

who bestows upon him his name and the name of "friend" to bring Lionel into the world of 

society. 
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Lionel's name is indicative of his role in the tale. His name, from the French, would 

translate as "young lion from the alder grove." The choice of a lion points toward Lionel's 

paradoxically communal and solitary nature. Male lions serve as leaders of their packs, if they 

have one, but spend much of their time alone, wandering in search of a pack to call their own. 

Alder trees represent growth and nurturance, deriving their restorative powers from the ancestors 

and forefather who occupy the grove-alder itself means "a parent, ancestor, forefather."51 

Lionel's father was disgraced due to his gambling and impulsive ways, but had been the favorite 

ofthe former King of England, Adrian's father, in large part due to his way with words. Upon 

meeting Adrian, Adrian remarks that Lionel had "inherited a similarity of countenance to [his] 

father" and takes that as sign that Lionel has inherited positive aspects of his father's personality 

as well (30). 

It is his name that provides Lionel with power. Lionel's name is that of his father, is all 

he has left of his father, whose chief strength was his use of language. "The name is always that 

( & a priori) of a dead man. "52 Lionel inherits only the legacy of his father, by way of his name, 53 

but none of the benefits he enjoyed as a close companion to the King (until he meets Adrian, of 

course). However, even at that point, he is the inheritor of a tainted legacy which lacks any direct 

connection to himself. Lionel's name speaks to the true nature ofhis inheritance. Lionel believes 

that he has inherited the support of the royal family, but, actually, he has inherited the position of 

support to the royal family. The lion is one ofthe traditional supporters of the English royal coat 

of arms. Lionel's father served as supporter to the king, primarily through providing friendship 

and humor, and Lionel continues this tradition through his friendship and support of Adrian. The 

51 Oxford English Dictionary (OED). 
52 (Derrida, "Logic of the Living Feminine" 1998) 187. 
53 Making it interesting that the father himself is never named. 
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separation of his father's world and his own is great, but ultimately his name allows him to 

transcend this separation and enter the world of high political power in his own capacity, 

untainted by the sinful predilections of his father. 

Lionel's role differs from his father's in one significant way. 54 Lionel's father's chief 

strengths were his "bon mots," and he often entertained and educated the King with his speech. 

Lionel, too, is in possession of"bon mots," but he writes instead, and supports (and is supported 

by) Adrian through the written word. In comparison to the work of his father, Lionel's work has 

greater longevity and permanence. He creates a tangible object, a record left for the inheritance 

of someone unknown. His father was preoccupied by objects and events of fleeting nature-

speech, wealth, gambling, social influence-while Lionel's mind remains focused on things that 

create legacies, which are lasting. 

Lionel meeting Adrian represents the second of the "double sense of the word 'birth' 

(the act of being born and family lineage). " 55 Each of these births are outside of the control of the 

subject given birth to, each is imposed upon the subject by another by way of a certain 

constituted history. Yes, Lionel has a name prior to meeting Adrian, but not to the reader. 

Adrian, though he did not know Lionel's father, is able to confer upon him his inheritance of 

regal friendship by way of what he has learned from his own father. 

A name does not constitute identity but, confers an inheritance of history. 56 Both the 

name and heredity are masculine, as is death. Identity, in contrast, is something living, something 

feminine. An identity is a thing continually constructed and reconstructed according to the 

perspective of the individual, as shaped by their circumstances. 

54 Other than that he works in a post-monarchical political system. 
55 (Derrida, "Logic of the Living Feminine" 1998) 193. 
56 Ibid. 188. 
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Shelley's name is her inheritance as well. There is a unique masculinity to her name, in 

that she inherited it from her mother, yet remains femininely mutable-her last name changes 

from Godwin to Shelley when she marries. She inherits the legacy ofher mother, one of the 

original feminist writers, that of her father, a critical figure in English politics as the fever of 

revolution swept through Western Europe, and, finally, that ofher husband, a shining star of the 

Romantic poets. These legacies are too often used to constitute a standard against which she 

should be judged, and her inheritance of their names is used to justify the claim that her strength 

lies solely (or at least primarily) in her association to these figures. Her work (especially The 

Last Man) is seen to have value only as a window through which to view these "more 

influential" figures. Through the creation of The Last Man, and the framing mechanism of the 

Introduction, Shelley allows herself to be perceived as a peripheral figure, even as she directly 

critiques the socio-political realities of her day and age. In doing so, I believe she means us to 

question whether this removal of self should be necessary, particularly for women. 

Lionel also experiences a sort of third birth by way of Adrian. He says, upon meeting 

Adrian, "I now began to be human" (29). Adrian introduces him to the world of literature, by 

which Lionel feels himself to be bettered morally and intellectually, he "acquired new 

sympathies and pleasures" (157). 57 Lionel finds that for himself, literature and writing are a 

means to develop, and ensure the continuation of, the self. 58 "Need or desire, the movement 

57 But what good does this serve him in the end? What use does scholarly knowledge serve in a world with no one 
to participate in discourse with? As he says, "To read were futile-to write, vanity indeed" (308). It is important to 
remember the power Lionel sees literature bestowing, through it he is about to see "the universe, not only as it 
presented itself to my outward senses, but as it had appeared to the wisest among men. Poetry and its creations, 
philosophy and its researches and classifications, alike awoke the sleeping ideas in my mind, and gave me new 
ones" (31). 
58 This is explored further in the section on education. 
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toward knowledge is not served by writing or by language. Rather, it serves them. It is in the 

service of veil effects sought with a view to power, to all powers."59 

The Text Itself: Chronology 

The prophetic nature of the text is not the only thing which confuses its chronology. 

Lionel slacks on providing dates to accompany the narrative. It's unclear how old Lionel was 

when the King abdicated the throne, we only know that it was after he was born. We don't even 

know how old Lionel was when his father died, only that he was older than two- and younger 

than five-years old. 

Throughout the text, Lionel repeatedly collapses time. He mostly recounts events 

chronologically, but within space of a single paragraph, he will note that months, even a year or 

so, have passed.60 The final years of the novel, during the Plague, are a bit more clearly 

delineated, but it is often left unclear how much time has passed between events, making it 

difficult for readers to track the course of the Plague's destruction. 

In the penultimate chapter, as he prepares to tell us ofthe ultimate demise of Adrian and 

Clara, Lionel states, "There is a painful confusion in my brain, which refuses to delineate 

distinctly succeeding events" ( 43 7). This points toward the nature of grief as something which 

disfigures, confuses, and clouds the mind. "Grief renders one childish, despair fantastic" ( 456). 

59 (Derrida, "Scribble (Writing-Power)" 1998) 67. 
60 On page 91 he says, "And now let the reader, passing over some short period oftime, be introduced to our 
happy circle." On page 160, Adrian returns "after the lapse of more than a year." The most surprising example of 
Lionel's lack of attention to chronology comes on page 226, when he mentions, offhand, that a child of his 
(unnamed) has died while he was in Greece securing Raymond's release from captivity. 
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At the end of the novel, time is rendered ultimately meaningless. The passing of time is 

natural, but its demarcation is uniquely human. 61 

The Text Itself: The Truth of the Text 

The truth ofthe prophecies lies not in the specifics of their chronology or events. They do 

not represent a literal history, rather, an open history, "the manifold of history is plural, shifting, 

and can be disrupted and displaced."62 Their most important aspects lie not in their factuality, 

"but the main substance rests on the truths contained in these poetic rhapsodies, and the divine 

intuition which the Cumaean damsel obtained from Heaven" (7). 

The nature of the truths of the novel is demonstrated by the repeated use of 

"presentiment" in the novel. The characters often refer to having "presentiments" of things both 

good and bad. 63 A "presentiment" is "an intuitive feeling about the future. "64 The important 

aspect of their foreknowledge is the feeling. There is truth in such feeling, the novel asserts, even 

though things do 1;10t always go as expected. The delineation of events and the factual aspects of 

the prophecies are less important than the larger truths they impart about the world around us and 

the people within it. 

The other characters are possessed by self-described presentiments-but Lionel is 

uniquely lacking in foreknowledge. He is continually caught by surprise as event after event 

unfolds in his life. Idris has a presentiment about Lionel's recovery, which turns out to be true, 

61 This features strongly into the decision of Lionel to write up "a era 2100, the last year of the world" (467), which 
is explored further in the sections, "The End" and "The End : A History of Solitude." 
62 (Birmingham 1997) 135. 
63 A few examples: "A presentiment of ill hung over Perdita" (93). Raymond foresees his death (187). The Countess 
(rightly) was "visited by a conviction" that she would never see ldris again (366) . 
64 OED. 
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while Lionel has a "prognostication" about hers, which does not come to pass (345). The validity 

of presentiments stands in stark contrast against prognostications. In contrast to the emotional 

intuition of presentiment, a prognostication is a prediction of a future event, a rationalized 

thought. 

Further confusing the chronology, retrospection, not foresight, guides the writing process 

in this novel on many levels. Lionel, in his position as narrator, is unable to occupy his present 

state of being until he has had time to reflect upon his past, and, at last, integrate it into his 

present. 65 He makes plenty of interjections to the reader throughout the book, but demonstrates a 

surprising lack of hindsight. Hindsight becomes present when one is able to come to terms with 

their circumstances and reflect upon the decisions they made which led them to their current 

state. Lionel reflects upon the events leading up to his present situation, but the ongoing nature of 

the apocalypse, has turned Lionel himself into a sort of event, one he can never truly come to 

terms with. 

The Text Itself: Labor and Politics 

Actual labor conspicuously is absent from the novel. Lionel participates only briefly in 

the labor market, as a child, and none of the other man characters ever work in any capacity other 

than political. after the arrival of Adrian in his life, Lionel never again is occupied by true 

business.66 He appears to subsist upon the generosity of Adrian and, eventually, the wealth of 

65 Cf. (Birmingham 1997) 135, "A performing, fictive act makes a present..." 
66 Other than a two-year ambassadorship to Vienna on behalf of Adrian (36). Lionel hopes to return to England 
"with a name well known and a reputation already founded" (37), but finds he accomplishes nothing of 
significance and passes over the two years with only a brief meditation on his quick fascination and 
disenchantment with his position and travels (39) . 
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Idris. 67 He refers even to his days spent writing, before his marriage to Idris, as days of 

"idleness." 

Political labor is shown to be so far removed from the world it seeks to control that it is 

left impotent. Each ofthe main men of the novel, Adrian, Lionel, and Raymond, participate in 

politics at different points. Each is unsuccessful in their attempts to exercise control over 

England and the Plague. Each believes that a leveling of social class can be accomplished via 

political means, unilaterally raising the status of the lower classes, without degrading the 

condition of the upper classes. The Plague demonstrates that a leveling must occur throughout 

society, by diminishing the power and wealth of the elite in order to elevate others. 

Each man is misguided by different biases. Raymond is too proud to consider or 

understand that he cannot unilaterally improve society, and too proud to allow himself to be 

subjected to lowered circumstances, a necessity if he were to admit the imbalance of power 

creating and enforcing inequalities of English society. Raymond "ruled the minds of all" "by the 

grandeur of his conceptions, the graceful daring of his actions, by his wit and beauty" (204). His 

failing is that he trusts too fully in himself. Adrian is simply too kindhearted, too idealistic to 

imagine willingly causing his subjects to degrade themselves,68 "Love ... gave him dominion over 

the hearts of a multitude, who knew that he ... was [not] actuated by other motives than care for 

the general welfare" (380). His failing is that he believes the multitude will follow his example. 

Lionel, meanwhile, is simply too removed from his present world to understand the mechanisms 

of state which impact him and all those around him. 

67 Though Lionel makes no acknowledgement of this fact. 
68 Though he adapts in the face of necessity and helps to recreate communities that labor together, for the good of 
all (236). 
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Each of their failings lies in the basic premise they operate from, that England's strength 

comes from its isolation. After the Plague is brought to England from America, they close the 

nation's borders, hoping its isolation will spare them from the worst effects of the Plague (217, 

220). However, they fail to recognize that England is a nation which relies on the importation of 

labor and goods to sustain itself. It requires necessarily alienated production in order to 

domestically produce wealth. 

Adrian is the most successful of the men in accomplishing his political ends. 

Unquestionably, Adrian repeatedly demonstrates his key strength is that he perfectly fits the role 

of the self-sacrificing ruler. He exists in a state of unstable gendering because he is only a 

figurehead, a royal without a monarchy. He is idolized, even deified, by Lionel, and acts, under 

all circumstances, in accordance with the ideology of the humanist politician. He has no real 

understanding of power mechanisms at play around him, or of the hegemonic structures which 

simultaneously endow him with and restrict him by the power vested in him. Adrian plays a role 

others have created for him, and willingly participates because he believes that, since the power 

has been conferred upon him, he must be who is most fit to use it. 

Adrian's rule (through love) is insufficient to resist the active forces of destruction in the 

novel. He can't resist the Plague, or rule appropriately in response to it, because the ideologies he 

upholds and the state apparatuses which force and allow him to operate cannot sustain 

themselves in the new Plague world. Because Adrian is unaware of himself as a subject of the 

State, he cannot change his behaviors, cannot revise his ideology, to adapt in the new State. He 

cannot be an agent ofthe new State because he never ceases to be a subject of the old. 

This adherence to the old State is reflected in the very title of the position each man 

occupies (or seeks to, in the case of Lionel), Lord Protector. In early monarchical days, Lord 
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Protector referred to the person who ruled in stead of the King or Queen if they were too young 

or otherwise unfit to rule. However, during the Interregnum, the period following the 1649 act 

declaring England a commonwealth, the title of Lord Protector was taken on by Oliver 

Cromwell, who ruled as a King would, granting himself royal power without the generational 

stain of monarchy. 69 The adoption of this term after the fall of the monarchy in the novel reflects 

the cyclical, repetitious nature of history. It also cynically questions the truth of England being a 

commonwealth, as we see that it is ruled in fashion of an oligarchy. 

In contrast to Adrian, Lionel recognizes himself as a subject of the State and as subject to 

the operations of a larger system outside of himself-in a limited sense. This is reflected in 

Lionel's treatment ofhimselfas a subject in his writing. He writes ofhimselfnot as the Subject, 

but as a peripheral subject, a mere side part of the systems he operates within-be that at a 

familial or national level. Lionel's view of himself as subject in relation to the State changes at 

many points, most notably when Adrian first befriends him. In his early life, Lionel views 

himself as a victim of the state. After meeting Adrian, though, he willingly subjects himself to 

the mechanisms of the state, but no longer questions the reasoning or motivations behind why he 

is doing what he does. He makes no notes of his time in Vienna because he does nothing of any 

great political importance during that time, he is merely a figure of the State. 

Lionel proposed himself for Lord Protector not because he believes himself to be the best 

candidate, but because, in some way, he views himself as the best subject. Like a good subject, 

he doesn't understand the full degree to which he is controlled by the State. Indeed, Lionel is the 

69 Although, the ascension of his son, Richard, to the position of Lord Protector after Cromwell's death 
demonstrates that he ultimately wasn't too concerned about the ethics of preserving generational power-as long 
as it's his family. 
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ultimate subject. He is the last remaining evidence that there were once ideologies present in the 

world which acted upon him and which he acted through. He is a representation of the prized 

characteristics of that ideology, his survival deflects the values of the State which produced him. 

No women survived because they are not the subjects for which the system was designed. They 

were not the ones who designed the ideologies they are subjected within. 70 

The Text Itself: Culture and Gender 

Like Lionel, Shelley was a prophet of her own times. The narrative is a prophecy of her 

own world, which adds to its sense of anachronism. The distant future of the years 

(approximately) 2063-2100 is very similar to Shelley's world at the time the novel was written. 

This is so that contemporary and modem readers can view this tale as a warning, a possible 

future oftheir own. 71 

The world of the novel is one ofthe future, yet is almost indistinguishable from Shelley's 

own time. This is not due to any lack of ability on Shelley's part to create a new world, but rather 

a function of the novel as a prophecy in itself. The future world must be intrinsically similar to 

our own so the story can be read as prophetic. 72 The frame story indicates the prophecy comes 

from our world. Were the story to be set in a future world which had progressed drastically 

beyond our own, then its instructional elements would be rendered null. Cultural congruity is 

prioritized over chronological progression. 

70 Politics obviously has a greater impact on women than explored here, and the political implications of the 
treatment of women are significant to the way the Plague debilitates society. However, to accommodate the scope 
of this paper, gender roles and differences will be primarily explored through the lens of education. 
71 She could have well borrowed Godwin's title Things as They Are (Caleb Williams) as a subtitle for The Last Man. 
72 "The true contrary of hallucination is fiction understood precisely in terms of a "creative experience," that is as 
constitutive of reality" (Birmingham 1997) 129. 
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This cultural congruity is made most apparent by the status of women in the future world 

of the novel. The women of the story are not independent, free agents. Rather, they are like their 

nineteenth century counterparts, largely relegated to the home. They are not portrayed in this 

manner because the Author wasn't able to come up with another societal structure or because the 

Author believes this is their proper place, but because that is the position they occupy in the 

Author's world. "The present enshrines the past-and in the past all history has been made by 

men. ,m Women's continued subjugation must be apparent in the story in order to point to the 

dangers oftheir historical subjugation. 

Woman's continuous subjugation to man is part of why the novel must be narrated by 

Lionel, why the story must be The Last Man, not The Last Woman, or The Last Person. In order 

to be such a direct participant in the sociopolitical world, one must be a man. In order to have 

enough access to education and literature to be the final recorder of the world, one must be a 

man. A woman could not have been out shepherding and poaching-we know this because of 

Lionel's own account, "the difference of our sexes, by giving us various occupations, in a great 

measure divided [Perdita and myself]" (15); a woman would not have been made ambassador to 

Vienna-or else why would Idris not be the prime candidate for this position?; a woman could 

not have participated directly in elections, war planning, or policy creation and 

implementation-indicated through the conspicuous absence of Idris and Perdita from the 

~lections for Lord Protector (103), as well as by Raymond's use of policy meetings to avoid 

interaction with Perdita (141). In order to express doubt about whether women have been treated 

fairly or not, one must be a man. 

73 (Beauvoir 2015). 
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The women in the story stand no chance of surviving the Plague. They are each 

represented as being slaves to their affections and all die of stress, in some way or another. 

Perdita drowns herself, Idris collapses, the Countess dies after her, Evadne allows herself to die 

in war, and Juliet dies for trying to warn others of the Imposter's malicious behavior. All of the 

women are restricted in their actions and ultimately silenced. 

Simone de Beauvoir asserts that woman is not something one is born as, but rather 

something one becomes. Judith Butler picks up on this notion through her description of gender 

as innately performative, not biologica1.74 The women of Lionel's world become who they are 

through the restrictions imposed upon them by the society they occupy. They are not granted 

opportunity to develop into themselves independently in the manner the men of their lives can. 

Their identities are based upon their relationships with men, as wives, daughters, and mothers. 75 

Not until they are all gone is Lionel truly able to question whether the restrictions imposed by 

society on the behaviors of women and men alike may not be fair (or natural). 

Lionel throughout the novel participates in the deliberate subjugation of the women in his 

life. He blames Perdita for Raymond leaving her, echoing Raymond's accusations of her being 

"unkind" (126, 151). He keeps Idris at home during the Plague, restricting her to interactions 

with her family and servants only. He finds himself wondering, after it becomes clear that the 

stress of his illness and that of their children has caused irreparable damage to her body and soul, 

whether Idris would have been better served by taking an active role in the chaos around them. "I 

often wished," he says, "I had permitted [Idris] to take her own course, and engage herself in 

such labours for the welfare of others as might have distracted her thoughts" (318). 

74 (J. Butler 1990). 
75 This is expanded upon in the section on education. 
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Lionel's regret with Perdita is a bit less clearly delineated. Poor Perdita simply cannot do 

anything right. She is condemned for her unkindness toward Raymond, though all she really does 

is go along with Raymond's capricious will. Like ldris, maybe she would have been able to 

better survive had all of her attentions not been focused on the man of her life. 

Lionel seems to recognize that greater autonomy for women would have been beneficial 

to the women in his life. Juliet would not have been left to seek the protection of the Imposter if 

she had been otherwise able to care for her infant and Lucy would not have been made to 

sacrifice love and herself in order to care for her ailing mother. Maybe, if they'd had greater 

autonomy, they could've hoped to survive the Plague as Lionel did. By extension, if women on 

the whole had greater autonomy and agency, then maybe more people would've survived, and 

there could have been hope for repopulation of the world through reproductive means. 

At the end of the novel, Lionel seems to recognize the arbitrary nature of gender roles. 76 

He cries once alone, regardless of its "unmanliness;" "Even the eternal skies weep, I thought; is 

there any shame then, that mortal man should spend himself in tears?" ( 446). 77 His masculinity 

prevents him from hope of repopulation; he is not a generative power in the way woman is. 

His solitariness seems, at first glance, like the use of "author" on Shelley's title pages, to 

represent an ultimate elimination of gender (how can there be gender if there's only one, without 

any sort of contrast by which to make a discrimination?) but is really a reimposition of the 

masculine as the ultimate and original gender. If the feminine is marked as difference and the 

76 "Accepting the other sex as a component makes them much richer, more various, stronger, and-to the extent 
that they are mobile-very fragile" (Cixous 2004) 351. 
77 Cf. " ... happy are women who can weep, and in a passionate caress disburthen the oppression of their feelings; 
shame and habitual restraint hold back a man" (172). 
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masculine is marked by absence of the feminine, then in this final world there can only be the 

masculine. 

The Text Itself: Education and Gender 

The hegemonic structures at play within the novel are carefully represented through the 

difference in female and male relationships to work and education. Lionel feels himself 

improved and refined by his discovery of and subsequent immersion in the world of literature. 

He feels a "sudden extension of vision, when the curtain, which had been drawn before the 

intellectual world, was withdrawn, and I saw the universe, not only as it presented itself to my 

outward senses, but as it had appeared to the wisest of men" (31 ). During the early stages of 

Lionel's conversion from laborer to academic, Perdita is uninterested in following his examples. 

"The visionary Perdita beheld in all this only a new gloss upon an old reading" (31 ). Perdita 

possesses a sort of childlike, empathetic perspective on the world, acquiring knowledge through 

introspection and communion with nature (15-16). Perdita does not receive any sort of 

formalized education, not even in the arts, though she paints and sings. 

Later in the novel, after strife arises between her and Raymond, Lionel attempts to 

improve Perdita's morale by directing her on a course of literary education. Lionel feels that, 

though reading and writing, he has acquired a new language and the ability to understand 

himself. He becomes certain that "no man's faculties could be developed, no man's moral 

principle be enlarged and liberal, without an extensive acquaintance with books" (157). His 

understanding stems from his perception of himself as participating in a tradition of scholarship 

and creativity. In literature, he sees himself reflected. In contrast, Perdita is unsettled by her new 

education, and "she discovered, that amidst all her newly acquired knowledge, her own 
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character, which formerly she fancied that she thoroughly understood, became first in rank 

among the terrae incognitae" (159). The difference in the effects of literature on Lionel and 

Perdita is completely understandable: 78 Perdita sees not herself reflected in these works but, 

rather, perceives a representation of herself as constructed through a masculine perspective and 

understanding of women. 

Lionel notes that he and Perdita are divided "various occupations" given to them based 

upon their sex but fails to mention what occupation Perdita engaged in (15). Following their 

relocation to Windsor Estate, Perdita spends her time with Idris, painting. Her lack of occupation 

leads her to spend most of her time with herself, locked in introspection. When trouble arises 

between her and Raymond, and she has nothing to do but sit at home and wait for him, she says 

"Would that I also had a career!" (163). During times of her depression, Lionel seeks to "recall 

my sister's thoughts to her duties in life," without success (205). Recollection of her feminine 

duties cannot raise the spirits of Perdita because she recognizes the great change Raymond's 

death has brought about. Earlier, Perdita is able to occupy herself with keeping home and with 

serving as support to Raymond in his capacities as Lord Protector. 79 When he renounces his 

po'sition, she returns to her duties as a mother. But after his death, Perdita is no longer able to fit 

the type of woman she has previously inhabited. 

Perdita is seen by Lionel as embodying "all that constitutes the peculiar graces of the 

female character" (216). In doing so, she fits to the gender roles ascribed to her. Through the loss 

of Raymond, she loses what legitimizes her as a woman in this world. Though, with Raymond's 

departure, she was unable to be his helpmate in full, after his death, there is no hope for her to 

78 Though Lionel, of course, cannot recognize this. 
79 Primarily through event planning (105, 132). 
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return to that position, and she therefore feels she is no longer of any use to anyone, and drowns 

herselfrather than return to England without a role to fill (214). 

The Text Itself: Biographical Accuracy 

"The explanation of a work is always sought in the man or woman who produced it, as if 

it were always in the end, through the more or less transparent allegory of the fiction, the voice 

of a single person, the author 'confiding' in us" [emphasis original]. 80 

The biographically accurate date of 8 December 1818 does point Shelley's integration of 

aspects of her own life into the novel, 81 and it is certainly clear that Adrian and Lord Raymond 

serve in some way as parallel figures to Percy Bysshe and Lord Byron, it is a mistake to read too 

much into this beyond a nod toward Shelley's own history and an integration of the larger socio-

political values and ideals they (she, the Elect,82 and her wider circle of Romantics) took part in 

creating and promoting. 

While a bit of psycho biography is useful to understanding the larger social and political 

discourse Shelley participates in through The Last Man, to rely upon biographical details and 

speculations is something Shelley discouraged readers from participating in. In The Last Man, 

Shelley creates a story of her own. She relates a tale of loss and extinction, quite obviously 

resembling her own feelings of dissolution, disillusionment, and abandonment as the last 

surviving member of the great Romantic literary circle, "At the age of twenty-six, she considered 

80 (Barthes 1977) 143. 
81 Refer back to "Authorship and Personal Investment." 
82 The name she used for her inner circle : Percy Bysshe, Lord Byron, and herself (Paley, Introduction 1994) (viii) . 
That this is the name given to the Imposter's cult hints toward a bit of cynicism on Shelley's part regarding the 
beliefs she and her circle held. 
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herself the last relic of an extinct race. "83 Lionel's own predicament, at the end of the novel, the 

question of who will ever read his work, if anyone will ever know his name, bears parallel to 

Shelley's own predicament at the time of the publication of The Last Man, given that the work 

did not bear her name, only a reference to herself via her work. 

However, to attempt fully to psychobiographize this novel is dismissive of Shelley's 

craftsmanship and intention. The Last Man may be a roman a clef, but the reader cannot 

comprehend to what degree any aspect of the novel can be interpreted as biographically accurate. 

The keys and what doors they unlock conceal their identity within their own revelation. The very 

process Shelley is forced to undertake in order to reveal the truths of her own situation 

effectively conceals those truths within the text. Shelley's inability to present her history as fact 

(through a memoir) requires her to embed aspects of her life in fiction, within a creation. 84 

In the 1831 Preface to Frankenstein, Shelley writes, "[Frankenstein's] several pages 

speak of many a walk, many a drive, and many a conversation when I was not alone; and my 

companion was one who, in this world, I shall never see more. But this is for myself, my readers 

have nothing to do with these associations" [emphasis mine]. 85 The reader is not intended to read 

the novel as biographical. While associations can be drawn by the reader to the real-life figures 

represented by the novel's characters, it is faulty to assume that a reader could truly u.nderstand 

the degree to which the novel functions as a work of personal remembrance. 

83 (Johnson, A Life with Mary Shelley 2014) 9. 
84 Cf. Paley (vii-viii) on Sir Thomas's prohibitions, refer back to "Authorship and Personal Investment." 
85 Here Shelley seems to anticipate Nietzsche, who writes, in Ecce Homo, "I tell my life to myself I recite and 
recount it thus for me" (Derrida, "Logic of the Living Feminine" 1998) 190. 
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The Plague 

In "A Certain Impossible Possibility of Saying the Event," Derrida points us toward the 

necessity of the Plague. For an event to be an event, he argues, it must be totally unexpected. 

"The event's eventfulness depends on this experience of the impossible. What comes to pass, as 

an event, can only come to pass if it's impossible. If it's possible, if it's foreseeable, then it 

doesn't come to pass."86 If it were planned, it cannot be an event in the true sense ofthe word. 

Adrian and Raymond plan a future in which they could, through good governance and intention, 

eliminate poverty and disease, equalizing all persons. However, it is only through disease and 

destruction that society can ultimately be leveled (234). The Plague forces England to close its 

borders, only those who already know how to subsist on their own land and through their own 

labor are able to continue on in this new world unimpeded. 

The leveling of society could not occur through any means of the society which has 

created the present conditions of inequality. The leveling requires an event, something wholly 

unexpected, wholly disruptive to the state of the world as it's known. This is why there was 

never hope that, ''If manly courage and resistance can save us, we will be saved" (246). 

The elimination of poverty does come to pass in the novel, but by wholly unexpected 

means. The possibility of a final, leveling plague was never entertained. It would be impossible 

for such a great event to occur, impossible for there to be a mass extinction, a repetition-and 

magnification-of a past long gone, the days of the Black Plague in Europe. The men are not 

able to recognize that the traditional power structures they rely on in times of stability are 

inadequate and out of place in this new world order, one ruled by pestilence, not prosperity. 

86 (Derrida, "A Certain Impossible Possibility of Saying the Event" 2007) 451. 
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It is not forces of masculinity which ultimately rule the world of The Last Man, but 

feminine power. Shelley does not outright reject Beauvoir's proposition but simply takes a wider 

approach to this problem. She demonstrates that the separation of the feminine from destructive 

power is not natural, but man-made. Shelley collapses the binary between life and death, 

between the feminine and the masculine, between birth and regeneration and destruction. There 

is nothing more natural to nature than death-death is the means through which new life is 

created. With the arrival and proliferation of the Plague, it is no longer death which is an event, 

but life, survival. 

In The Last Man, Shelley feminizes both nature and the Plague, 87 yet leaves death 

masculine. 88 While this seems a first glance to be a confirmation ofBeauvoir's theory that 

"dominance is given to that who kills, not who births,"89 at the end of the novel, we see that 

death no longer has control over the world, and Lionel has beaten him, again and again. Shelley 

directs the reader to consider, if all attention is paid to the destructive power of men, and we rely 

solely on the authoritative power of men to control this destruction, and continue to deny 

potential, power, and agency to the feminine, can we really hope for anything other than a 

continuous repetition of destructive and exploitative socio-political apparatuses? 

87 See p. 191 for the first instance of the gendering of the Plague, spoken by a Turk seeking to escape 
Constantinople, leaving it for the "Christian dogs." On that note, religion functions in the novel as a source and 
consequence of hegemonic power structures which ensure the continuance of political strife, biases, and 
subjugation within England and in her interactions with foreign nations. This paper lacks the space to explore this 
representation further, but it is important to also consider the relationship of religion and race within the novel, 
particularly as it is related to the Greek and Turkish war, which ultimately results in Ray's death-bombed to 
death, a victim of the Islamic Turks as he seeks to claim a prominent mosque in the name of Christendom. 
88 The influence of Paradise Lost is made visible when the final caravan of Plague refugees see a "Black Spectre," a 
shadowy figure on a horse whom they claim is "Death himself" (410-411) . 
89 (Beauvoir 2015) 58. 
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Percy Bysshe Shelley wrote, "Things are either always there or have a beginning, 

anything with a beginning has a cause."90 The Plague lacks a definitive origin. It is a life force, 

part of nature, one that preexists history. "It is life that has to return eternally (selectively, as the 

living feminine and not as the dead that resides within her and must be buried) .... "91 The 

Plague's reemergence grants it greater virulence and fatality, but it has never passed away. 

The End 

Lionel calls nature "enemy of all that lives" ( 460) though he notes, "Yes, this is the earth; 

there is no change-no ruin-no rent made in her verdurous expanse; she continues to wheel 

round and round, with alternate night and day, through the sky, though man is not her adomer or 

inhabitant" ( 459). Life then, continues on. 

What we find at the end is that the forces oflife and death are inseparable. Johnson notes 

that in the modem era, the dichotomy of life vs. death is taken over by man vs. nature. Man 

posits himself as origin92 and enforcer of order, of dominance over nature. However, nature does 

not only give birth, or create growth. By these very same forces, nature ensures death and 

destruction. The position of man in regard to nature is never certain or static.93 Thomas notes 

this, "The plague, for example, brings on the destruction of man, his (shall we say) progressive 

diminishment, at the same time as it is a figure for the forces of proliferation. "94 

90 (P. B. Shelley, "The Necessity of Atheism" 2008). 
91 (Derrida, "Logic of the Living Feminine" 1998) 191. 
92 (Cixous 2004) 350, (Spivak 1997) 44. 
93 Shelley is picking up on some of Blake's philosophy regarding the separation of man and nature, that this is a 
separation that is imposed by man, is not inherent to the state of being. Further inquiry could be done specifically 
to explore the dynamic role of nature to man within The Last Man. 
94 (Thomas 2000) Cf. (Enerle-Sinatra 2000}. 
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At the end of the novel, time is rendered ultimately meaningless. The passing oftime is 

natural, but its demarcation is human. This points to some of the limitations Lionel faces as he 

seeks to document the ultimate failure of humanity. The documentation of an event is always an 

inadequate measure to capturing the event. An event is a truly singular, unique, unexpected 

moment. The documentation of such loses its singularity, as "a word is comprehensible only 

because it can be repeated"95 and an event cannot truly be repeated, or else it is not an event, it is 

something which can be deliberately brought about. The documentation of an event must always 

come after the event itself, must always sacrifice immediacy for the sake of interpretability. The 

writing of an event is in itself an event, it produces the event. We readers have no way of 

viewing the event other than through what Lionel tells us. The writing of the book, by the Author 

and by Lionel, creates the event of the Plague. The prophecies don't create events, they are 

events, but their transformation renders any number of new events possible. 

The final chapter of the novel reads in a very different tone than the rest. While Lionel 

has previously positioned himself as a peripheral figure to the text, as merely a recorder of 

history, the final chapter sees him directly engage with the reader as the creator of the work. 

Lionel's passive, first-person-plural narration changes, and he centers himself and his 

introspective thoughts. 96 The language used here is very similar to that used in the Introduction97 

and very closely resembles Shelley's own voice, most directly evidence through comparison, 

95 (Derrida, "A Certain Impossible Possibility of Saying the Event" 2007) 452. 
96 The first-person plural through which Lionel writes much of the book is, I believe, indicative of the strange space 
Lionel occupies in relation to gender. He does not fit in with either the women or the men of the novel, and seems 
to take on attributes of both. I would like to explore this further, but the scope of this paper allows only a note. 
97 Cf. Lionel, "The sight of the poetry eternized in these statues [of Rome], took the stint from the thought, arraying 
it only in poetic ideality" (461) to "Yet such is human nature, that excitement of mind was dear to me, and that 
imagination, painter of tempest and earthquake, or, worse, the stormy and ruin-fraught passions of man, softened 
by real sorrows and endless regrets, by clothing these fictious ones in that ideality which takes the mortal sting 
from pain" (7) . 
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again, with Shelley's 1831 Preface to Frankenstein. In the Preface she states, "I have an affection 

for [Frankenstein], for it was the offspring of happy days, when death and grief were but words, 

which found no true echo in my heart. "98 In contrast, The Last Man is written at the time when 

these words had become tangible to Shelley.99 Based upon these facts, it may be suggested that 

the final chapter of the novel was the first Shelley wrote, that she knew the end of the tale before 

she began it. "Isn't it always from the end that one starts?" 100 

"The novel functions in a world where the end has, necessarily, always already taken 

place, while having been (always already) subverted by the proliferating effects ofruin." 101 

Lionel maintains hope for a future, but find himself stuck, as the future can never arrive. "The 

generations I had conjured up to my fancy, contrasted more strongly with the end of all-the 

single point in which, as a pyramid, 102 the mighty fabric of society had ended, while I, on the 

giddy height, saw vacant space around me" (463). This ongoing nature of the end is reflected in 

the tense of the final chapter. Johnson argues that the language of finality is the future perfect-

something will have been completed. 103 However, Lionel writes instead in the continuous future 

tense. The end appears final, but is not, in fact, it is a presence. The essence of the end is to be 

endless. 

98 (M. W. Shelley, Preface to Frankenstein, Third Edition (1831) 2012) Lionel makes a remark to the same effect, 
using his writing of happy days to make himself "forget what I am" (429). 
99 The paradoxicallastness of Lionel mirrors that of Shelley's, as long as she lives, the Romantic movement lives on, 
but as a skeleton of its former self. 
100 (Johnson, A Life with Mary Shelley 2014) 3. 
101 (Thomas 2000) 34. 
102 Cf. (Derrida, "Logic of the Living Feminine" 1998) 192, "But the noon of life is not a place and it does not take 
place. For that very reason, it is not a moment but only an instantly vanishing limit. What is more, it returns every 
day, always, each day, with every turn of the annulus." 
fo 3 (Johnson, A Life with Mary Shelley 2014) 13. 
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Faced with this eternal (purgatorial) uncertainty, Lionel questions, "How express in 

human language a woe human being until this hour never knew! How give intelligible expression 

to a pang none but I could ever understand" ( 467). 

In seeking someone to understand him, Lionel introduces a deity to the conclusion. In a 

novel with such a conspicuous absence of religion, 104 it seems interesting that Lionel concludes 

by stating, "the ever-open eye of the Supreme, will behold the tiny bark, freighted with Verney--

The Last Man" (470). Percy Bysshe noted, ofhis controversial pamphlet "The Necessity of 

Atheism," "This negation must be understood solely to affect a creative Deity. The hypothesis of 

a pervading Spirit co-eternal with the universe remains unshaken." 105 

Lionel here creates for himself a witness to legitimize his continued existence. The 

"Supreme" is representative of that "pervading Spirit." In personifying the Spirit, Lionel 

validates his existence as being participatory in a greater universal order. However, "the 

Supreme" that Lionel represents does not take the form of a creative god. Nor does Lionel fully 

personify them, noting only the eye. He does not ask for blessing as he embarks upon his endless 

journey, does not assign patriarchal power, dominance or order, rather, he notes, in the future 

continuous, that "the ever-open eye .. . will observe." 

Just preceding this, we receive an indication of what sort of Supreme Lionel 

conceptualizes. Lionel discusses why he doesn't commit suicide to escape the world of solitude, 

and says that he had "instituted myself the subject to fate, and the servant of necessity, the visible 

104 The exception being, of course, during the scenes of battle between the Greeks and the Turks. However, in that 
context, 1 believe the comment being made is on the uselessness of such things, and about how disputes about 
religion tend to in fact be justifications for oppressive measures rather than representing real desire for a 
betterment of humanity via "true" religion. 
105 (P. B. Shelley, "The Necessity of Atheism" 2008) 143. 
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laws of the invisible God" ( 467).-1 °6 Lionel still, then, does not see himself as the active agent of 

his life, even as he actively recreates it in text. 

The End: A History of Solitude 

Nietzsche writes, "Who is, after all, ever alone!-The fearful person doesn't know what 

it means to be alone: an enemy is always standing behind his chair.-Oh for the person who 

could tell the history of that subtle feeling called solitude!" 107 The Last Man seems to offer just 

such a history. Lionel begins the novel a solitary being, one even without a name. He reaches the 

conclusion of the novel a solitary being again. Lionel can be truly alone, for he no longer fears. 

He knows that he cannot predict the future and is no longer afraid of death. The Plague renders 

death quotidian. The power of death to control human life is provided by the uncertainty of 

death. When death is assured, 108 and visits humanity more than life does, "the true fortitude [is] 

to endure" (464). 

Lionel's solitude extends beyond his bouts of literal isolation. Even as he participates in 

the life around him and the actions of his friends, Lionel does not seem to take an independent 

role in his own life until the death of his companions. Prior to this point, he exists in a sort of 

limbo between the action of the past, the history of his nation, his sense of community, the 

philosophies arising out of such, and his own present situation, where he lacks others from whom 

to draw comfort. Lionel's account traces his life from solitary beginnings as a shepherd boy to 

106 He continues, "I believed that my obedience was the result of sound reasoning, pure feeling, and an exalted 
sense of the true excellence and nobility of my nature." I'm curious as to why Lionel thinks he has been saved due 
to his merits. The novel presents a world of chance-not fate. 
107 (Nietzsche 2011) 173. 
108 Death is always a certainty, but the Plague makes it a much more immediate certainty. 
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his final decision to abandon the realm of nature in order to find reminders of hope for the world 

in the works and places of great human pasts. 

In each town he leaves behind, Lionel paints his name. All he has to leave behind is his 

name, is his text. "Only the name can inherit," says Derrida. 109 Only the name can be left to attest 

to Lionel's existence, to the existence of his friends, to the existence of England as a nation in its 

own right, to the existence of the devastating Plague itself. Lionel leaves behind his name and a 

text to go with it. "Art cannot exist without nature, and man can give nothing to his fellow man 

but himself."110 However, with the production of his work, a historical account from his · 

perspective, Lionel does not really leave behind himself, nor even really a record of himself. His 

life is not the point of the story, rather his life is the lens through which the end of the world is 

viewed. He uses the text to present a hope for society. As Johnson says, "Shelley's last man 

performs the humanist gesture par excellence: he seeks to live the death of all humanity." 111 

But Lionel has survived, he's experienced two different resurrections. 112 He is left then to 

embrace hope, all he has left. He initially goes to Rome, to the origin point of Western 

civilization. The Western man's desire to cite himself as the origin and means of civilization 

contributes heavily to Lionel's literary education, and, subsequently, his moral and political 

perspective. This ultimately results in his unsuccessful attempt to find Plague survivors in Rome. 

After the fall of Constantinople, we learn nothing about the spread of the Plague in the East-

international communication is debilitated by disease. If there are survivors, "all roads lead to 

Rome only for a certain Western culture which can no longer take itself for the voice of 

109 (Derrida, "Logic of the Living Feminine" 1998) 187. 
110 (Schlegel1833) 4. 
111 (Johnson, A Life with Mary Shelley 2014) 10. 
112 From the Plague and from the shipwreck. 
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humanity in its entirety." 113 However, after a year, "No one has entered Rome. None will ever 

come" ( 467). He then decides to set off to the sea, for "a hope of amelioration always tends upon 

change of place" (468). Lionel begins to realize that Western civilization, at least, is dead. He 

chooses to embark upon a journey to the other places of human past, with the intent of landing, 

finally, upon "the tawny shore of Africa" (469). He chooses, ultimately, to go back to the origin 

point of man, not of civilization, for the "return to the presence of the origin is produced after 

each catastrophe, at least in so far as it reverses the order of life without destroying it" [emphasis 

original]. 114 However, it is important to note that Lionel, even in travelling to Africa, is stuck 

within the Western world. His world is limited to that of historic Western empires (namely 

Roman and British), even as he attempts to leave behind visible reminders of empire's remains. 

This reversal, without destruction, resolves the seeming contradiction of Lionel's 

inscription upon St. Peter's, "the aera 2100, last year of the world!" (467). This statement 

presents two contradictions, the first being that "aera" means a beginning, not an end. 115 Lionel 

recognizes, as he is stuck in the never-ending end of things, that this is really only the beginning 

of a new life, for nature will always continue onward. The second contradiction lies in his use of 

"the world." The world does not mean the earth, rather, the state of human existence. If we take 

this to simply mean the state of humans existing, then as long as Lionel lives, the world cannot 

have ended. However, I believe that the world as we know it has ended in the sense that the 

113 (Johnson, A Life with Mary Shelley 2014) 10. I am of the belief that if there are any Plague survivors, they would 
be found somewhere deep among the sublime beauty of some remote mountaintops in Asia. 
114 (Derrida, "Of Grammatology" 2004) 325. 
115 OED. 
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world depends upon there being a community of beings. Then, as long as Lionel is alone, the 

world has indeed halted, though it may not die. 116 

But remember, the world can't end as long as Lionel is living not only because his 

physical existence testifies to the state of human existence, but also because of the way the 

history of the world lives on through Lionel's text. His education by Adrian has led to the 

incorporation of a vast tradition of Western literary history into his conscious framework. 117 

Lionel's text serves to reflect the ideologies Lionel has been influenced by and acts through. 

Even as Lionel plans to explore the supposedly depopulated earth, his travels will lead him to 

places that have all been colonized, in some capacity or another, by Western empires. Lionel has 

rendered himself a perfect subject to the State, and through his text readers are granted the 

retrospection that Lionel himself cannot access. 

The End: Audience 

The final · chapter ultimately begs the question of what is a book without a reader. "The 

reader is the space on which all the quotations that make up a writing are inscribed without any 

ofthem being lost; a text's unity lies not in its origin but in its destination."118 Further, what is a 

book whose author can never truly be knowr1 by the reader? An author's name is thought to 

provide the context in which a work should be consumed, 119 but the only context the reader can 

116 Lionel tells us who the book is dedicated to, who is meant to read it, "The Illustrious Dead" (466). But if he 
knows no one is coming to Rome, to whom is the announcement of the beginning of the end directed? It seems to 
be, ultimately, life the rest of Lionel's work, to be more for himself than any observer. Lionel knows now that there 
is documentation to legitimize his perspective of the year 2100 as a year which confirms the irrevocable 
transformation for the world back into the earth . 
117 Refer back to the section "The Text Itself: Education and Gender" and "A History of Solitude." 
118 (Barthes 1977) 148. 
119 (Foucault, "What is an Author?" 1969). 
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have of Lionel's name is the text itself. And the novel itself, by way of its attribution to "The 

Author of Frankenstein" provides context, but no name. 

We readers of the novel are the "Illustrious Dead" to whom Lionel dedicates his novel. 

"The reader is without history, biography, psychology; he is simply that someone who holds 

together in a single field all the traces by which the written text is constituted." 120 We are also the 

future humanity he hopes will read his text. We are pointed to a world we will not likely inhabit 

in order to see how we could change our world in order to avoid a future such as this. 

But, again, a history is in itself always a fiction, always a production. Beauvoir notes that 

all of the past has been written by men, 121 why should this account be any different? His history 

and the Sibyl's prophecies are exercises in open history, in living history. Lionel has produced 

the event of the end of the world in his writing, but maintains hope for a future world, counting 

only on the unpredictability of fate. For him to write this book, he must have hope for someone 

to read it. He says, "Without [hope] I do not think man could exist" ( 456). At this final point in 

the novel, this statement serves a double function. Firstly, it points toward hope as an intrinsic 

quality of man, one which allows for individual survival. Secondly, it reminds us of Lionel's 

perspective as he embarks upon his journey for "the great cities of man": without hope, he 

couldn't imagine a world in which man may still exist. This hope of continued humanity rests 

behind the pages of his work, for he still hopes that he can participate in the education of future 

humanity. 

120 (Barthes 1977) 148. 
121 (Beauvoir 2015). 
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Conclusion 

To Lionel, the power of writing lies not solely in its function as an act of sublimation

for what use is it to create a socially acceptable work if there's no society to accept it?-but in 

allowing him to create a history for himself, one which allows him to take agency in the 

production of his life. However, Lionel presents himself as being a largely passive participant in 

the world around him. In writing his narrative, he assumes control over his life story, but does so 

by presenting himself as a victim of circumstance, a peripheral figure to the real action of the 

world he occupies. 

Lionel's perspective of history and futurity rests upon there being a specific course of 

events predetermined by fate, but the tale he weaves contradicts him. It is not the events 

themselves which are preexisting to their time, but the universality of the feelings and 

experiences represented. The future is never arriving and always changing, not determined. 

Lionel's experience, though unique in its severity, is not truly unique; he is not the only human 

to have ever felt certain of true and unending loneliness. 122 

Through Lionel, Shelley is able to create for herself a new avenue of expression, one 

which allows for fluidity of gender. 

To think the subject of a new story, therefore, is to think the notion of an agent of 

pluralization, alteration. This releases 'woman' from a fixed referent, allowing the 

possibility for new configurations of the term. Moreover, Derrida's notion of history and 

origins demands that one think a subjectfor history, not a subject of history. This is a 

subject that is situated but not determined~ This is a subject whose temporality violates a 

122 Cf. "The Wanderer," Lionel "A solitary being is by nature a wanderer." 
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historical narrative that understands itself as linear-time as sequence-in which the 

feminine is written [emphasis original]. 123 

Lionel simultaneously takes on the role of the Sibyl and that of Shelley as author. The 

initial, genderless Author provided for the novel in the introduction lets the reader know that they 

are to read Lionel as occupying a sort of interstitial space between the masculine and feminine. 

He fails to conform to the traditional masculine type of an independent agent, and instead 

occupies the feminine position of passive observer. That he is male allows him access to the 

world of literature and legitimizes his text as a history. 

Lionel is created from the history provided by the Sibyl. He is the creation of the Author, 

allowing for the construction of a new history, one which reflects, but does not enforce, the 

boundaries men and women both must operate within. The work, then, is more than a memorial 

for Shelley's friends, but a memorial for hope itself. It's a reminder to its readers, to us, "the 

illustrious dead!" (466), ofthe sustaining power of the imagination. The text, then, is not an end 

in itself, but a means through which life can continue on after death. Lionel and Shelley each 

operate from a position of uncertainty, whether anyone ever truly will be able to connect their 

name to their work. By mimicking her own limitations through Lionel, Shelley intimates that to 

remove an author from her or his work does not ultimately change or diminish its importance. 

Through The Last Man, Shelley constructs a fictional world in which she can occupy the 

position of author on her own terms, even as she is restricted from doing so in real life. The 

creation of two different author personas allows Shelley to manipulate readers' perspective of the 

author's relationship to his or her work. The Author of the Introduction and Lionel both lack an 

123 (Birmingham 1997) 135. 
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identity which can be verified through anything other than their texts. The Introduction invites 

readers to project their own existing concepts of an author onto the anonymous Author. 

Meanwhile, Lionel embodies the expectations we typically have of an author; namely, he is 

male, well (if not traditionally) educated, financially and socially stable, and seems to have no 

lasting impact on the world around him. 

The novel's prophetic aspects allow us to approach the text as something which has 

already occurred. A particular history is constructed through the text, but since we have yet to 

experience this particular future history, we can understand its larger ideological framework with 

a perspective Lionel lacks. As a remnant of society, Lionel remains subject to the old State even 

during his isolation. He has no hope of returning to his pre-literary ignorance, cannot return to 

his life as a lawless Arcadian shepherd, because he has internalized the ideological state 

apparatuses which govern his behavior in the organized State. 124 Shelley borrows Godwin's 

approach of depicting the realities of society in order to point out opportunities for its betterment, 

in line with the philosophy of the work.125 

But Shelley not only offers an example of hope for civilization as a whole, and the 

recreation (not replication) of political systems of years past; 126 Lionel's text also presents a 

remembrance of great human relationships. Through the text, Shelley and Lionel are able to 

participate in moments of great times past. Through the text, though lacking access to the exact 

124 (Aithusser 2004). I also have (Foucault, "The Panopticon" 2017) in mind here, as Lionel clearly internalizes the 
influence of society to a greater extent that the other characters. For example, Lionel, during his time of "idleness" 
writing, considers poaching again in order to feed himself, but stops himself from doing so, not out of true fear of 
being caught, but due to his internalization of the guilt he would feel if Adrian or ldris were to know. He holds out 
on doing so out of hope because, "the orphan and neglected son of Verney, was on rhe eve of being linked to the 
mechanism of society by a golden chain, and to enter into all the duties and affections of life" (78). 
125 Cf. fn. 67. 
126 Which she suggests is possible, but complex, through her revision of the Interregnum period of English history. 
Cf. "The Text Itself: Labor and Politics." 
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biographical associations the work offers to its authors, the reader can participate in the emotions 

which are the great payoff of the best of our relationships. Lionel's text and his behavior, as 

recounted by him, present a warning to the reader as well. We see how Lionel's acceptance of 

certain political, personal, and academic ideologies shape the interactions he has with the world 

around him. Through his personal relationships with women, we see how the failings of 

individuals, brought about by certain socially prescribed biases, contribute to the continued 

subjugation and ultimate demise of womankind. 

Shelley does not suggest that literature is powerless. Rather, Shelley proposes that a text 

will always find an audience, its existence requires a reader. She shows that the world is not 

doomed to any particular history, nor is anyone doomed to true solitude, as long as there are texts 

to remind us all of hope-hope for different futures and the hope of recreating the great human 

relationships represented within the works. The text lives on outside of the author, in some way 

carrying on the life of its author, regardless of the degree to which the author nominally may be 

connected back to the work. 
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